Abstract. In this article a local characterization theorem is given for closed sets in a linear topological space that have recession cones with nonempty interior. This theorem is then used to characterize the class of upper semicontinuous increasing functions defined on closed E% -recessional subsets of Ed.
1. Introduction. Let S be a closed set in a linear topological space L and let x be a fixed point in S. A vector y is called a direction of recession in S at x if for each positive X the vector x + Xy is in S. If S is convex, then the directions of recession are independent of x and form a closed convex cone called the recession cone of S. The notion of recession cone has been used to sharpen many of the classical results of convexity theory. For example, the following version of Helly's Theorem holds [3] : Let {C¡; i E 1} be a collection of nonempty closed convex sets in d-dimensional Euclidean space. If the sets have no nontrivial common direction of recession and if each subcollection of at most d + 1 sets has a nonempty intersection, then {C¡; i E I) has a nonempty intersection. If S is nonconvex, then the directions of recession in S at a fixed point do not necessarily form a convex cone; furthermore, the directions of recession at one point do not determine the directions of recession at different points. However, it is easy to see that the common directions of recession do determine a closed convex cone. When can we conclude that a particular closed convex cone of recession at a fixed point of S is shared by the other points of S ? It is the purpose of this paper to answer this question. Moreover, we use the theory that we develop to characterize an important class of functions in mathematical economics.
Before proceeding, we set forth some terminology. If S is a subset of a linear space L, then conv S and cone S will denote the convex hull and the cone generated by S, respectively. If a and b are two vectors in L, then seg[a, b] will denote the line segment joining a and b, whereas seg(a, b) will mean the line segment exclusive of the endpoints. We say that "a sees b via S" whenever seg We shall show that a certain local property forces a convex cone of recession at a fixed point of a closed connected set S in L to serve as directions of recession at each point of S.
Definition. Let C be a closed convex cone in L. A set S in L is called locally C-recessional if for each x in 5 there exists a neighborhood N of x such that whenever y E N n S and z E N f\ S and either z G y + C or y G z + C, then seg[ y, z] c S.
Theorem. Le/ C be a closed convex cone with nonempty interior in a linear topological space L. If S is a closed connected subset of L that is locally C-recessional and contains some translate of C, then S is C-recessional.
Proof. We use Zorn's Lemma. Let 0 = {D: S D D and D is Crecessional}. Since S contains a translate of C, 0 has a member other than the empty set. Clearly, 0 is closed under unions of chains; so, 0 has a maximal member, S*, which must be closed. If S* ^ S, the connectedness of S forces the existence of a point x in S*, each neighborhood of which contains a point of S \ S*. Let p be an interior point of C, and let TV' be a locally C-recessional neighborhood of x. By the continuity of Now for each q in TV n S the line segment joining q to a(/> + qr) + (1 -a)# must lie in S because of the local C-recessionality. However, since a(p + q) + (1 -a)q is in S*, each point on the ray emanating from q through a(P + <D + (1 _ a)q lies in S, so that p is a direction of recession at each point q in TV n S.
We now show that each point q of TV n S sees each point of int(q + C) via S. Since each point of q + C is a limit of interior points, we will be able to say that q + C c S for each q in TV n S. Since S* U {C + q;qE N n S) contains S* as a proper subset, our assumption that S =£ S* has to be erroneous, and the proof will be complete. Let p' be an arbitrary point in int C that is not a nonnegative multiple of p. First, we note that/»' cannot be a negative multiple of p, or else the origin would be an interior point of C. It would then follow that C = S = S* = L, and this contradicts our assumption that S* is a proper subset of S. Since />' E int C and q + p + C C S, for all sufficiently large X the point ^ + p sees q + Xp' via 5. We need only show that q sees q + Xp' via 5. To establish this fact we use a technique developed by Klee [1] . Simple counterexamples in the plane show that none of the hypotheses of the theorem can be omitted. The condition of most interest is that we must give our cone of recession a nonempty interior. To see that this is essential, consider S = {(x,y); x2 + y2 < 1 or>> = 0).
Although S is locally recessional with respect to the horizontal axis, S is not recessional with respect to this cone. To see that S must actually contain a translate of the cone in question, consider S is locally recessional with respect to the first quadrant, but S does not even contain a translate of this cone. The importance of the connectedness condition is just as simple to verify. 3 . Recession cones and increasing functions. Shephard's modern axiomatic treatment of production functions [4] is just one of the many models in economic theory that involve upper semicontinuous functions defined on Ed+, the set of all nonnegative vectors in Ed, that are increasing: if a, > /?, for i = I,..., d, then f(ax,...,ad)>f(ßx,...,ßd).
Upper semicontinuous increasing functions can be described in terms of recessionality properties: each level set (x: f(x) > 9} is closed and £+-recessional. Actually, such a function can be described by a single less familiar condition: its hypograph {(x, p): p < f(x)) is closed and recessional with respect to the cone generated by {ex, . . . , ed, -ed+x) where {ex,. . ., ed+x) is the standard basis in Ed+X. Our main theorem allows us to characterize such functions by the local behavior that they must exhibit.
Theorem Let f be an upper semicontinuous function defined on a closed set S in Ed that is E+-recessional. Suppose that there exists s in S such that f is bounded below on each ray in s + Ed+ with initial point s. Suppose that for each x in S there exists 8 > 0 such that whenever u is a unit vector in Ed+ and f(x + 9xu) < f(x) + 8 and f(x + 92u) < f(x) + 8 where -8 <9X<92< 8, then f behaves the following way on seg[x + 9xu, x + 92u]:
(i) iff(x + 92u) > f(x + 9xu), then fis quasi-concave.
(ii) if f(x + 92u) < f(x + 9xu), then f is concave. Then f is an increasing function.
Proof. Let y be a fixed vector in 5 and let m be a unit vector in Ed+. We claim that if / is bounded below on (y + Xu: X > 0}, then / is actually increasing on the ray. It suffices to show that the hypograph of/restricted to this ray is C-recessional where C = cone{«, -ed+x). Let p he a lower bound for / on the ray. The hypograph of / restricted to the ray contains a translate of C, namely (y, p) + C. Since the ray is closed and / is upper semicontinuous, the hypograph of / restricted to the ray is closed. This subset of the hypograph of / is also connected, for it is the union of vertical rays each of which intersects the connected set (y, p) + C. To conclude that/is increasing on the ray, it remains only to show that the hypograph of / restricted to the ray is locally C-recessional.
To this end fix x on the ray and choose X < 8 so small that the local condition holds and/is bounded above in Bs(x) n S by/(x) + 8. We show that if u < f(x), then TV = ßx(x) X (-oo,/(x) + 8) is a C-recessional neighborhood of (x, p) relative to the hypograph restricted to the ray. Choose (y, a) and (z, ß) in the hypograph of / restricted to the ray and in TV where Next we verify that / must actually be bounded below on each ray of the form {y + Xu; X > 0} where/ E S and u E int E+. From the first part of the proof we know that f(s) is a lower bound for / restricted to s + E+ because / must be increasing on each ray in s + E+ with initial point j. Evidently, there exists positive Xq such that {y + Xu; X > X0) c s + E+ whence f(y + Xu) > f(s) on this portion of the ray. The function is also bounded below on seg[y, y + Xqu], for if not we can find a sequence {/•"} in the segment convergent to a point r such that/(/■") < -n. Since/(r) > f(rn) for all large n, it is clear that the local quasi-concavity condition is violated at r.
We have shown that f(y + v) > f(y) for each y in S and each v in int E+. The upper semicontinuity off implies that/(/ + v) > f(y) for each v in Ed+, and the theorem is proved. □ Some counterexamples are in order. First, note that local quasi-concavity in the "positive direction" alone will not suffice, for the function defined by if 0 < x < 1, if JC > 1, fails to be increasing. It is clear that we must require that/be in some sense bounded below, for a decreasing linear functional satisfies the other hypotheses. Finally, the upper semicontinuity condition is essential, for /(*)={*,.
/(*)= Í0 -*) ' if 0 < je < 1, lo if x > 1, fails to be increasing. (The reader should check that the local condition is satisfied in a neighborhood of x = 1.)
